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Abstract 
In order to diagnose cancer, huge biomedical machines such as PET-CT machines are used. Image fusion is an efficient image processing 
method for detecting different types of tumours. In this paper an image analysis system for the eye tumour detection will be designed. In this 
system, different image processing methods are used to extract the tumour and mark it on the original image. The images are first smoothed 
using median filtering. The background of the image is subtracted, to be then added to the original, results in a brighter area of interest or tumor 
area.The experimental results show that the suggested system based on image fusion, is capable of detecting tumour in the eye. The proposed 
research consists of two phases naming, Eye Tumour Detection System and Intelligent Eye Tumour Detection System. Results will be
compared accordingly in search for eye cancer. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility ofthe Organizing Committee of ICAFS 2016. 
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1. Introduction 
As stated in WHO's report in early 2000s, fatal injuries by cancer is 6.2 million in worldwide1. However, people could survive 
if their disease could be detected at early stages. Iridology is a medicine technique that examines patterns, colours, and other
characteristics of the iris, that patient's health can be examined2. Analysing the strange changes in cells, iris could provide 
adequate hints and information, where iridologists could diagnose the tumour. 
Tumours in the eye and close-by tissue (all in all known as the circle) can be favourable (non-harmful) tumours, for example, 
dermoid sores however they can like-wise be threatening tumours like rhabdomyosarcoma and retinoblastoma. 
Melanocytic stromal expansions and nevi of the iris are the most widely recognized tumours of the iris, yet melanoma is rare3.
Clinical separation between an iris nevus and a melanoma may at times be troublesome and now and again may be unimaginable. 
Melanomas of the iris are generally little discrete injuries, despite the fact that they might infrequently be diffuse, infiltrative, or 
different and may bring about heterochromia, interminable uveitis, or spontaneous discharge into the foremost council of the eye
(hyphema). Iris melanomas that include more than 66% of the point periphery are connected with auxiliary glaucoma4.
Routine assessment of iris melanomas incorporates gonioscopy, transillumination of the globe, and circuitous ophthalmoscopy 
with 360° of scleral discouragement. Photographic documentation is vital to archive movement in size or development of the 
tumor3. Anterior fragment fluorescein angiography may be useful to exhibit the vascularity of the injury yet is not analytic. High-
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determination ultra-sound bio-microscopy can be utilized to quantify little injuries (basal measurements and thickness) and to 
evaluate tumour inclusion of the front ciliary body, plot, and overlying sclera. The primary disservice with this innovation is its 
con-strained entrance of vast sores. In these cases, customary ultrasonography is more precise. 
Image processing techniques have been used frequently in various medical fields. Image compression is one of the most 
common applications used in the field of medical image processing5. This application is important in the medical field because 
the reduction in file size allows more images to be stored in a given amount of disk or memory space. For such tasks, image 
processing techniques were used with the aid of artificial intelligence tools such as back propagation neural network in order to 
achieve the optimum and most accurate results6.
The eye is organized as takes after: the sclera which is the white part. The iris: the dark piece of the eye barring the student
which is the dark part into the iris. Eye growth can be characterized as a revolutionary development of anomalous cells. This may
be created in or around the eye and after that form into a mass (tumour)5.
A tumour is a mass of tissues framed by an uncontrolled development of cells. There are diverse sorts of eye tumours, and 
every sort can influence certain parts of the eye. The eye tumour can be called as visual which is the medicinal name of the eye. It 
can be intra ocular, implies inside the eye or extra-ocular which implies that it influences the outside piece of the eye. The most 
widely recognized sorts of the intraocular iris tumours are the Cyst, Nevus, and Melanoma. The growth is a benevolent tumour 
that happens inside the stroma; the front of the iris, or in the iris colour epithelium; the once more of the iris6.Nevus is a kind 
hearted pigmented development iris tumour emphasized as yellow spots in the iris. It can be around the iris or underneath the 
retina. Nevus has an uncommon harm change into visual melanoma; a tumour of the eye 5, 6.
One of the dangerous tumour types is melanoma, that begins in the coating of the eye or on the skin. The melanoma frequently 
develops and grows in the tissues in the centre layer of the eyeball. This centre layer is known as the uvea and contains the iris7.
This iris tumour has numerous signs and side effects, for example, the dim spots in the iris territory, the change in size or even the 
state of the understudy, and the progressions in the vision and different signs. Since our system is an image processing based 
system that stimulates the human visual inspection, thus it can detect the initial two signs which are the dim spots and the change 
in the size and state of the three talked about iris tumours8.
The developed system means to consequently detect the tumour into the iris locale. This can be accomplished by removing the 
tumorous regions utilizing diverse image processing methods and techniques examined in the following areas.  
The paper's aim is to design a robust system for the detection of the different iris tumours utilizing image processing 
techniques. Thus, any supplied knee image must be processed, and then a tumour should be segmented using canny edge 
detection algorithm in order to be marked then on the original image. The proposed system uses iris images obtained from public
database available on the internet. 
In this research two phases are designed. These phases are called Eye Tumour Detection System (ETDS), and Intelligent Eye 
Tumour Detection System (IETDS). The aim of this paper is to perform image processing techniques, as well as artificial neural 
networks and their interrelated analysis methods to Health care, especially to benign eye tumours patients. Ultimate research 
relay on quantitative information for instance, the shape, size and the ratio of the affected cells 5, 6.
2. Systems 
In this paper, an Eye Tumour Detection System(ETDS) and an Intelligent Eye Tumour Detection System(IETDS) are 
designed. The suggested systems are an image processing model that combines different techniques in the field of image 
processing20, and two phased back propagation neural networks. The goal of the EDTS is to detect eye tumours located within 
the iris and mark them on the original image using image fusion, whereas IEDTS detects tumours within the intelligent system. 
Matlab programming language is used for implementing and simulating the suggested system (Matlab 2013a). 
Initially, median filtering is applied to enhance the quality. The background image is extracted in order to be then subtracted
from the original one. Image adjustment is applied to the filtered image, for increasing the intensity of the pixels which clears the 
area. Then in the next step, image segmentation with edge detection using canny operator is applied. Finally, image fusion is 
applied to the original grayscale image to the extracted region of interest (ROI). 
2.1. System Database 
The images used for testing the developed system are obtained from two different databases; “MilesResearch”19 and 
“EyeCancer”7. The two databases are publicly available on the internet. Obtained images are converted to grayscale to prepare 
them for image processing phase.  
The images are of size 256*256rawtype images. 50 images are collected from the first one, and 50 from the second. The 
images in the collected database are divided into normal and abnormal images. In total 100 images are grouped as half. 
3. Proposed Systems 
This section focusses on utilities and parameters of the proposed system. ETDS is a pure image processing based system 
whereas IETDS is a system with back propagation neural networks is applied.  
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3.1. ETDS: Eye Tumour Detection System  
In eye tumour detection system (ETDS), image processing techniques have been applied in order to enhance the eye tumour 
images. Initially, the original image has been converted to grayscale in order to minimise the CPU time, followed by image 
filtering in order to remove excess data within the image. Afterwards, image enhancement technique is applied to prepare 
processed image for image subtraction. Canny edge detection has been applied in segmentation step for image fusion. Following 
images are samples from the original image database, without any image processing techniques are applied.  
                  
Fig. 1. Original sample database images. 
3.1.1. Image Filtering 
Smoothing, which is also known as blurring, is an image processing technique that reduces the noise in an image to produce 
meaningful image for future step. Most smoothing techniques are based on low pass linear filters. 
In order to perform a smoothing operation, a filter is applied to an image. The most common type of filters is the linear filters. 
Median filter is a type of linear filters9. Median filter is used to reduce impulsive noise in an image with preserving the useful 
features and image edges. Median filtering is a linear process in which the output of the being processed pixel is found by 
calculating the median of a window of pixels that surrounds that studied pixel10. In other words, the median filter goes through 
each element of the image and replaces each pixel with the median of its neighbouring pixels which are located in a square 
neighbourhood (kernel) of 3*3 pixels around the evaluated pixel. 
3.1.2. Morphological operations 
Morphology operations are grouped as image processing procedures that apply an organising component to an input,to 
produce the output image11.
The structure element is a matrix consists of 0's and 1's, where the 1's are called the neighbours. The value of each pixel in the 
output image is set according to a comparison of the corresponding pixel in the input image with its neighbours. It has many 
shapes according to its application. In order to extract the background of the image, the “disk” structure element with a “radius”
of 10 is used. 
The most common and basic morphological operations are dilation and erosion. Dilation is to add pixels to the boundaries of 
objects in an image, while erosion is to remove pixels on object boundaries. The number of pixels that are added or even 
removed from the structure in an image depends on the size and shape of the structuring element that is used to process that 
image. In these morphological operations (dilation and erosion), the condition of any given pixel in the output image can be 
determined by applying a rule to the studied pixel and its neighbours in the input image12.
A filter is applied to images for performing a smooth operation. As stated above, median filter is used to reduce impulsive 
noise with preserving the useful features and edges. This technique can be defined as erosion followed by dilation using the same 
structure element for the two morphological operations. In this technique the objects that cannot completely contain the 
structuring element are removed in order then for the background to be to extracted14. Figure 2 shows the median filtered image 
with image erosion applied image. 
                      
Fig. 2. (a) Median filtered image; (b) Eroded image. 
 (a)         (b) 
(a) (b) 
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3.1.3. Image Addition 
This technique results in a brighter image. Image addition is used to designed system to clear and brighten the tumour area by 
adding more pixels to image in the designed system. This technique is to add the extracted background image to the original 
image which results in a brighter and enhanced image. Figure 3(a)shows the result of adding the background to the original 
image. 
3.1.4. Image Adjustment 
Image adjustment is increasing the image intensity and its quality. This image processing technique intends to improve the 
quality and brightness of the image by expanding the intensity of its pixels. This is done by changing the contrast or brightness of 
an image. In this procedure, pixel values below a specified value are displayed as black and pixel values above a specified value
are displayed as white, and pixel values in between these two values are displayed as shades of grey. The result is a linear 
mapping of a subset of pixel values to the entire range of greys, from black to white, producing an image of higher contrast 15.
As it can be seen from the below, the image adjustment operation has a great effect in enhancing the contrast and brightness of
the image, so it is clearer and its region of interest (tumour) is brighter and seen. This helps to detect the edges and the tumour 
area of the image in the next process. Figure 3(b) shows the adjusted image. 
Fig. 3. (a) Image addition; (b) Adjusted image. 
3.1.5. Edge Detection Based Segmentation 
The main goal of image segmentation is partition the image into regions.  This technique is a meaningful method in medical 
imaging, in particularly for tumour and lesion extraction and segmentation. In the image segmentation, in view of a semantic 
object, striking and useful regions are considered. This is the principle issue for image segmentation in light of region of 
interest16.
Pixel edges are associated with some intensity changes or discontinuities; therefore, edge detection is the process of 
identifying such sharp intensity contrasts in an image12. In this proposed system, edges are detected by using canny operators. 
This technique is the most common method for detecting edges and segmentation. The Canny edge detector provides good noise 
immunity and detects the true edges or intensity discontinuities while preserving a minimum error17. The canny edge technique is 
an image segmentation approach that uses a gradient magnitude of the pixels in an image. An edge is detected if its gradient 
magnitude is greater than that of its left and right neighbour's pixels17.  Figure 4 (a) shows the segmentation process. 
3.1.6. Image Fusion 
Image fusion is the procedure of consolidating pertinent data from two or more images into a solitary image that is more 
informative than any of the first images. Image fusion can be arranged into three classes: pixel level, feature level, and decision 
level18. In pixel level fusion, the information images are combined pixel by pixel after the data extraction. In order to actualize 
the pixel level fusion, a number of arithmetic operations are utilized as a part of time domain. Frequency transformations changes 
are utilized as a part of frequency domain. The primary objective of pixel level fusion is to upgrade the crude information images
and furnish a yield image with more helpful data than either include image. Pixel level fusion is viable for fantastic crude images 
however not suitable for images with uneven quality level in light of the fact that data from one physical channel may be blocked
by the other.  
In the designed ETDS system the pixel level image fusion is used in order to superimpose the edge detected and segmented 
image with the original grayscale one, so that the system automatically detects any tumours or abnormalities in an eye image. 
Figure 4 (b) shows the fused output image of ETDS. 
(a) (b) 
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Fig.4. (a) Segmented image; (b)Fused image 
Overall detection ratio which is a total of 95%, from in total of 100 normal and abnormal images shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Detection Ratios for ETDS. 
Number of images Correct detected images Detection ratio 
Normal 50 50/50  100% 
Abnormal 50 45/50    90% 
Total 100 95/100  95% 
The computation and processing time required for each method to be performed is also represented in table 2 below. It also 
shows the overall processing time required for the eye tumor to be detected using the proposed eye tumor detection system. 
Table 2: Processing time of the developed system 
Process Stage Processing Time 
(Seconds) 
Image reading 0.0312 
Image conversion 0.052 
Image Filtering 0.0621 
Background Extraction 0.0642 
Image Addition 0.0591 
Image Adjusting 0.0423 
Edge detection 0.0624 
Image fusion 0.0432 
Total detection process 0.4165 
3.2. IETDS: Intelligent Eye Tumour Detection System  
Intelligent Eye Tumour Detection System (IETDS) uses two conventional 3-layer back propagation neural networks (BPNN) 
with 4096 input neurons. Output neurons classify the organs using binary coding:  [1 0] for the Organ with tumour, and [0 1] for
the Organ without tumour. The sigmoid activation function is used for activating neurons in the hidden and the output layers. 
Figure 5 shows the topology of the suggested BPNN. Due to the implementation simplicity, and the availability of sufficient 
“input – target” database for training, the use of a back propagation neural network which is a supervised learner, has been 
preferred. Figure 5a and 5b represent BPNN1 and BPNN2 respectively. 
Training and testing (generalization) are comprised for this phase. The available eye image database is organized as follows: 
1. Training image set: 30 images 
2. Testing image set 1: 70 images 
During the learning phase, initial random weights of values between -0.4 and 0.4 were used. In order to achieve the required 
minimum error value and meaningful learning, the learning rate and the momentum rate were adjusted during various 
experiments. An error value of 0.002 was considered as sufficient for this application. Table 3and 4 show the final parameters of
the trained network. 
4. Results and Discussions 
These results were obtained using a configuration of 2012R2 64 bits OS Virtual machine that has a 1 Gbits connection speed 
to a super computer that has IBM Blade HS21 XM Intel Xeon 2.33 GHz CPU with 1280 core units. Through this application, the 
robustness, flexibility and speed of this intelligent eye tumour detection system have been demonstrated. Tumour identification
results using the training image set yielded 100% recognition as would be expected in both BPNN. 
(a) (b) 
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The testing image sets of IETDS results were successful and encouraging. An overall correct identification of BPNN1 yielded 
92% correct identification where, 65 images out of the available 70 eye images yielded. This successful result was obtained by 
using only the database of images for training the neural network.  
Fig. 5. (a) BPNN 1; (b)BPNN 2. 
Table 3: Trained neural network final parameters BPNN1. 
Input Layer Nodes 4096 
Hidden Layer Nodes  
Output Layer Nodes  
Learning Rate  
Momentum Rate  
Minimum Error  
Iterations  
Training Time  
28 
2
0.006 
0.6 
0.002 
3283 
45 seconds 
Table 4: Trained neural network final parameters BPNN2. 
Input Layer Nodes 4096 
Hidden Layer Nodes  
Output Layer Nodes  
Learning Rate  
Momentum Rate  
Minimum Error  
Iterations  
Training Time  
24 
2
0.004 
0.5 
0.002 
2689 
36 seconds 
(a) 
(b) 
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As it can be seen from the results of the iterations using the Super computer, BPNN 1 finalised the training after 3283 
iterations within 45 seconds, whereas BPNN 2 finalised the training process after 2689 iterations within 36 seconds. 
Additionally, hidden layer nodes, learning rates, and momentum rates for both BPNN1 and BPNN2 have been obtained after 
several experiments. Figure 6 (a) and Figure 6 (b) shows the RMS Error graphs for the two neural networks. 
An overall correct identification of BPNN2 yielded 95.7% correct identification where, 67 images out of the available 70 eye 
images yielded. These successful results were obtained by using only the database of images for training the neural network. 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, image processing and neural network approaches for the detection of eye tumours were developed. Image 
processing techniques are very useful and significant in the medical field such as in the PET-CT machine. 
The robustness in the developed ETDS is to notice the presence of any abnormality in the eye directly by the first look. 
Likewise, the system marks the abnormalities or tumours in an iris directly in 0.4165 seconds which makes our system effective.
The system is based on an algorithm that reads an image, enhances it using median filters, segments it, and then fuses it using
pixel level image fusion. The images used in testing the proposed system are collected from two databases to get a total of 100
images: 50 normal and 50 abnormal. 
The experimental results obtained when testing the proposed system proved that the developed eye tumour detection system is 
a robust image processing system that is capable of detecting any abnormalities in the iris region of the eye in particularly the 
tumours and small patches. 
IETDS uses two back propagation neural networks, named as BPNN1 and BPNN2. The developed BPNN1 uses resized 
original images in order to detect eye with tumour or without. The developed BPNN2 uses preprocessed image set in ETDS in 
order to increase recognition ratio. A time of 0.4165 seconds is needed for ETDS, whereas IETDS needs 0.002 seconds, in order 
to detect tumour.   
When ETDS is considered, a recognition ratio of 95% has been reached.  When IETDS is considered, a recognition ratio of 
92% has been reached, using the original image set, and a recognition ratio of 97% has been reached, combining ETDS with 
neural networks.  
Future work will be the application of the suggested system to recognize the skin tumour images. Some modifications will be 
applied on the back propagation neural networks to increase the identification rate using an improved database. 
Fig.6. (a) BPNN 1 RMS error graph; (b)BPNN 2 RMS error graph 
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